
Sherwood Forest Information 

Your child is going on the dates below: 

Falcons:  Monday 13th to Tuesday 14th March 

Harriers:  Tuesday 14th to Wednesday 15th March 

Kestrels:  Wednesday 15th to Thursday 16th March 

Food Choices  

A letter will be sent out nearer the time for your child to choose their evening meal on day 1 

and their sandwich filling for day 2.  Please ensure this has been returned by the date given, 

as the choices have to be forwarded to the youth hostel.  Please send a water bottle with 

your child.  This will be filled each day in the youth hostel as they don’t now give out single 

use bottles of water with the pack-ups. 

Packing 

We are going to be outside for a good proportion of the residential, in a forest, walking 

round Clumber Park etc.  Please do not send anything new or precious for your child to 

wear.  We will be getting mucky!  Below is a suggested list of clothes: 

 Wellington boots or walking boots  indoor shoes/slippers 

 2 or 3 pairs of trousers/skirts   jumper,  2 or 3 Tshirts, tops 

 Coat, hat, gloves, scarf, sunhat                         outdoor shoes/trainers 

 Underwear and socks    nightwear 

Towels      Toiletries/hairbrush   
   

Please could wellington boots/walking boots be in a separate named bag carried with them 

onto the coach.  We need them as soon as we arrive at Clumber Park and this is much easier 

than trying to find suitcases from the boot of the coach. 

 

The children might also want to bring the following with them: 

Teddy, books, comics, small quiet games 

A few snacks (labelled in a bag please) 

Spending money (no more than £5, in a named envelope, wallet or purse please) 

 

Please be reminded: 

• No electronic devices of any sort are allowed, including cameras. 

• The children need a pack up and drinks for day 1 to bring with them 

• LEV 3 forms (medical/contact details) need to be returned as soon as possible 

• Any medication needed for the trip needs to be in a bag labelled with the child’s 

name, with instructions, and given to an adult on the morning of the trip. 


